
Is Proxima a responsible business and
reaching its impact potential?

Haere mai ki Proxima
We are bold, we are kind, we are curious

Our specialist sustainability and
impact consulting services build the

capability and confidence of our
clients so they can achieve their full

potential. Together we are
accelerating towards a future that is
economically inclusive, socially just

and environmentally restorative. 

Proxima is a team of six operating out of Aotearoa New
Zealand. Our guiding kaupapa – The Proxima Way – sets out

how we operate and what we value. 

Impact report 2023



What drives us?
Creating a systemic change for a brighter future

How do we create value?
In collaboration with our clients

We depend on nature, knowledge and relationships to generate integrated and systemic thinking, increased
capability, and better social and environmental outcomes.  

Human impact on natural systems is exceeding the
thresholds of sustainable balance; and we are

witnessing nature’s response with a climate
emergency, biodiversity collapse and water crises.
Human wellbeing and levels of trust in society are

under pressure despite an abundance of food,
materials and technological knowledge. These

challenges are as relevant in Aotearoa as they are in
other parts of the world; and addressing them in a
systemic and effective way is what drives Proxima.

This is our reason for being. 

Through our team’s application of knowledge,
experience and expertise, and in collaboration with
our networks and partners; we provide advice and

training for our clients. We take a knowledge-sharing
approach so we can help build the collective

capability in Aotearoa to accelerate change toward a
socially just, economically inclusive and

environmentally restorative future. 
When we create value, we enable others to do the

same.  



Our Material Impacts

Material impacts

The material impacts addressed here have been identified
through internal discussions and research; and are aligned with
the Future-Fit Business Benchmark.  Further details about them

can be found in the Proxima Way.
 

Proxima’s impact theory is that we can create the biggest
difference by building the capability of our clients. This is

described in more detail on page 6 where we talk about Future-
Fit Positive Pursuit 17: People’s capabilities are strengthened. 

Proxima is an impact consultancy, driving organizations to take steps toward reducing their negative impacts and focusing
on creating positive results for a thriving future. Understanding the measurable impacts of our work, especially additionality

and causation, is complex because our support is often part of a larger programme of work.  
 

As the updated GRI Standards 2021 take effect, with a shifted focus on the organization's most significant impacts on the
economy, environment, and people, including their human rights, the Proxima team reviewed its various material issues

(discussed in detail in the Proxima Way). We haven’t scored the impacts below based on their significance, as they have a low
significance overall, and we address all of them equally.  Our impacts remain largely the same as for FY22.

Proxima operates from the Tourism Holdings Limited (thl)
office in Auckland and runs a refillery for thl staff. The

refillery comprises various Ecostore products like laundry
liquid, dishwash liquid, body wash and many more. thl
employees bring their empty bottles to the office and

Proxima fills them up.  
 

Through the refillery, Proxima helps thl employees reduce
plastic waste by refilling existing bottles. As a result, two
blue recycling bins of plastic recycling are avoided each
month along with all the resources and energy used to

create more ‘single-use’ containers. 
The initiative is primarily intended to drive conversations
and nudge people towards generating less waste; and to

build their understanding of the issues. In FY23, we saved
818 bottles from going  in the recycling bin. This initiative
relates to Future-Fit Positive Pursuit 10: Others generate

less waste.

The Proxima Refillery!

Strengthening our customers' capabilities
Physical and emotional wellbeing of our team
More people have access to economic opportunity  
Individual freedoms are upheld for more people 
Procurement safeguards the pursuit of future fitness
Others generate less waste

http://www.proxima.global/about/about-sections/the-proxima-way/Proxima%20Way%202022%20April%20(1).pdf
https://www.thlonline.com/


Proxima's carbon emissions

Proxima’s GHG emissions in 2023 remained at a
similar level as the previous year. There is some

increase in emissions from employee commuting,
since the team travelled more often to the office.

With our current office, we do not pay separately for
electricity (as we share space in offices of thl). As a

result, office electricity has been included under the
'leased assets category' for reporting. We do,

however, calculate our approximate emissions from
energy use and report on it using the Future-Fit

Business Benchmark. 
 Emissions in the graph do not include categories like

waste and upstream leased assets. When these
categories are included, overall total emissions are

slightly higher (see further details on page 7) .
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We commit to an absolute emissions reduction of
46.2% for our scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions by 2030

against a 2019 baseline. 
 

This is in line with 1.5°C - absolute methodology
(SBTi) and the New Zealand Government's carbon

budget. 



Why doesn't Proxima verify its 
 emissions?

Measuring your emissions is relatively easy, reducing
them takes more effort.

Where would you rather spend your time: carbon
reporting or carbon action? 

What are some actions Proxima has taken to reduce emissions?

At Proxima, we have diligently accounted for our
Greenhouse Gas emissions from the get-go. We

dutifully tick the offsetting box whenever we fly and
offset all our emissions with Ekos. For the past few

years we also had it verified and certified. We no
longer do this (since FY22). Why? 

 
For small organisations like us, verification puts the

focus on the accuracy of reporting rather than
action. We are sufficiently confident that our

numbers stack up. Last year, our emissions were
2.41tCO2e. They can be 2.43t or 2.39t next year, yet

what we define as our scope is more relevant.
Additionally, it does not change our levers for action.

Action trumps accuracy.
 

Large organisations should still pursue verification
while taking action to build carbon capability within
the organisation. The verification will also show that

your organisation is serious about addressing and
reducing its emissions. And, the least inspiring

reason: compliance!

Proxima chooses vegetarian meals only for its in-person training courses. We
haven't received any feedback about people desperately missing meat - the meals

are always delicious! Proxima also tries to maintain that by primarily opting for
vegetarian catering for its events and get-togethers. 

Proxima team members primarily opt for Zilch rental EVs for travelling long
distances (wherever flights are not required). When taking flights, they use public
transport to get to the airport or cycle down there (even borrow bikes from other

team members!)

Proxima team members are driven to reduce their emissions in their personal lives
as well. Two of our team members own EVs now. Two of our members also own a

PV system (can you guess how much they pay for electricity?)

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ekosnz/


Proxima is committed to a Future-Fit
Society

Our complete FY23 Future-Fit dashboard on the
following page includes our scores for all 23 Break
Even Goals and relevant commentary against each

goal, briefly depicting reasons for the scores. 

Increasing our impact 
We are committed to making a difference through

our work. Whilst most of Proxima’s client work affects
the decisions they make, measuring the actual impact
of that is not easy.  Currently we record our activities
through which we build people's capabilities and try
to measure our impact that way. We are looking for

better ways of measuring our positive impact.
In FY23 we focused on Positive Pursuit 17: People’s

capabilities are strengthened.  
 

Our Break-even goals
 We have articulated, implemented and solidified a

raft of policies and practices to align how we perform
against the 23 Break-Even Goals. Currently, we break-

even on 15 of the 23 goals. Five of the 23 goals are
not applicable due to Proxima being a service-only
provider. Our ultimate goal is to reach 100% on all

applicable Break-Even Goals so we can be confident
that we are contributing to a socially just,

economically inclusive and environmentally
restorative society.   

Positive impact

 We use the Future-Fit Positive Pursuits to guide measurement of our impact, with a current focus on PP17 which
covers building the capability of others. Our impact theory is that this is where we can make the biggest

difference. Our challenge is measuring the actual outcomes and impacts from our work because we have no
control or detailed knowledge of how all the stories end. Anecdotal evidence relayed back to us supports our

theory that it makes a real difference, however the most accurate reporting we can provide relates to the number
of people who we have trained or who have participated in an engagement with a knowledge transfer component.

The main impacts of our work with clients are reduced greenhouse gas and other harmful emissions, less waste,
less damage to ecosystems, more just treatment of people and overall better decision-making based on systems-

thinking.

https://pioneers.futurefitbusiness.org/p-Proxima.html




Building capability is where Proxima can
make the biggest difference.

Given the gravity of sustainability challenges in
Aotearoa and around the world, we need to scale up
our response. We commit to sharing our knowledge
and experience to build other people's capability as
part of our everyday approach to create maximum

impact. We do this through training courses,
educational seminars, presentations and by

intentionally embedding knowledge transfer in all of
our client work.

 
In FY23, we had 25 training course attendees, roughly

similar to FY22. We ran fewer Board and Executive
team capability workshops compared to last year; but

ran a similar number of strategy and reporting
workshops to build capability of executives and wider

team members.
 

 We are currently working on an impact project to
develop a MAD (Making A Difference) Governance

programme.  The aim is to support directors in
translating the complex global and local issues of our

time into practical and beneficial actions that also
support wider systemic change. 

 
This year, our work with the education sector was

restricted to AcademyEx.  We also ran a series of online
webinars focusing on the updated GRI standards. 

 These Lunch 'n' Learn GRI events shared our
experience with the updated GRI standards, profiling a

range of real learning experiences with clients.



Proxima's strategy
Our building blocks

Proxima reviewed its strategy this year, guided firmly by
our values, mission and vision. The refreshed strategy
clarifies our laser focus on supporting senior decision-

makers to accelerate real and systemic change.  We don't
see this as a separate or additional role for directors and
executives.  It's a fundamental element of effective risk
management and leveraging potential for greater value

creation, whilst simultaneously maintaining market
relevance and ensuring social licence to operate.

 
Last year we carried out some informal research to
understand better the mood of the boardroom on

sustainability. We found that too many directors still see
sustainability as a compliance issue, or a threat to the

status quo, rather than a business opportunity.  However,
there are positive signs of movement.  Disclosure regimes

are putting climate and nature-related issues firmly on
the agenda.  More scrutiny of greenwash is prompting

better questions from customers and consumers.  And,
leaders are out-competing laggards as more people put

their values in their wallet. 
 

Proxima emphasises effective learning and capability-
building across all its services.  Our goal is to support
customers on a journey that reveals the benefits and

opportunities of sustainability, based on solid evidence.
This approach helps to change mindsets and embed new

ways of thinking, creating a foundation with more
potential for long-term impact.


